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Remember the Days?

Medical Leeches, They Are Good For You
Author: Dr. Keith Whitehead

Health and Love are the Twin of the Universe. Have Both
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How to Be Healthy...Book of Health, by Dr. James MacAuley, S U D
Our children will never know the link between the two.
Conclusion

- Newer not necessarily better.
- Best gadget in medical practice is still the history and physical examination.
- Have an open mind when adopting new technology.
- Be aware of HIPPA regulations when using new technologies.

Summary and Conclusion

- Technology continues to change at a very rapid rate
- There are many new gadgets and tools available to help streamline your daily work flow.
- Newer is not necessarily better.
- Have an open mind while exploring new technologies
- Be aware of HIPPA regulations when adopting or using these technologies.